Knowledge of the kosher and halal dietary laws is important to the Jewish and Muslim populations who observe these laws and to food companies that wish to market to these populations and to interested consumers who do not observe these laws. The kosher dietary laws determine which foods are “fit or proper” for Jews and deal predominantly with 3 issues: allowed animals, the prohibition of blood, and the prohibition of mixing milk and meat. These laws are derived from the Torah and the oral law received by Moses on Mount Sinai (Talmud). Additional laws cover other areas such as grape products, cheese, baking, cooking, tithing, and foods that may not be eaten during the Jewish festival of Passover. Halal laws are derived from the Quran and the Sunna, the traditions of the prophet Muhammad. As with Kosher laws, there are specific allowed animals and a prohibition of the consumption of blood. Additionally, alcohol is prohibited.

Introduction
The objective of this paper is to describe the kosher and halal laws as they apply in the food industry, particularly in the United States. To understand their impact in the marketplace, one must have some understanding of how kosher and halal foods are produced, and how important kosher and halal compliance is to consumers.

Kosher and halal laws
We will start by focusing on the religious significance of the dietary laws for Jews and Muslims. The kosher (kashrus) dietary laws determine which foods are “fit or proper” for consumption by Jewish consumers who observe these laws. The laws are Biblical in origin, coming mainly from the original five books of the Holy Scriptures, the Torah, which has remained unchanged. At the same time that Moses received the Ten Commandments on Mount Sinai, Jewish tradition teaches that he also received the oral law, which was eventually written down many years later in the Talmud. This oral law is as much a part of Biblical law as the written text. Over the years, the meaning of Biblical kosher laws has been interpreted by the rabbis to protect the Jewish people from violating any of the fundamental laws, and to address new issues and technologies. The system of Jewish law is referred to as “halacha.”

The halal dietary laws determine which foods are “lawful” or permitted for Muslims. These laws are found in the Quran and in the Sunna, the practice of the Prophet Muhammad, as recorded in the books of Hadith, the Traditions. Islamic law is referred to as Shari’ah and has been interpreted by Muslim scholars over the years. The basic principles of the Islamic laws remain definite and unaltered. However, their interpretation and application may change according to the time, place, and circumstances. Besides the 2 basic sources of Islamic law, Quran and the Sunna, 2 other sources of jurisprudence are used in determining the permissibility of food, when a contemporary situation is not explicitly covered by the first 2 basic sources. The first is Ijma, meaning a consensus of legal opinion. The second is Qiyas, meaning reasoning by analogy. In the latter case, the process of Ijtihad, or exerting oneself fully to derive and answer to the problem, is used.

Current issues of genetically modified organisms (GMO), animal feed, hormones, and so on, are discussed in the light of these two concepts and several other lesser sources of Islamic jurisprudence. Unconventional sources of ingredients, synthetic materials, and innovations in animal slaughter and meat processing are some of the issues Muslim scholars are dealing with in helping consumers make informed choices.

Why do Jews follow the kosher dietary laws? Many explanations have been given. The explanation by Rabbi I. Grunfeld, below, summarizes the most widely held ideas about the subject (Grunfeld 1972).

“…And ye shall be men of a holy calling unto Me, and ye shall not eat any meat that is torn in the field” (Exodus XXII:30). Holiness or self-sanctification is a moral term; it is identical with . . .
moral freedom or moral autonomy. Its aim is the complete self-mastery of man.

“To the superficial observer, it seems that men who do not obey the law are freer than law-abiding men, because they can follow their own inclinations. In reality, though, such men are subject to the most cruel bondage; they are slaves of their own instincts, impulses, and desires. The first step towards emancipation from the tyranny of animal inclinations in man is, therefore, a voluntary submission to the moral law. The constraint of law is the beginning of human freedom . . . . Thus, the fundamental idea of Jewish ethics, holiness, is inseparably connected with the idea of law; and the dietary laws occupy a central position in that system of moral discipline which is the basis of all Jewish laws.

“The three strongest natural instincts in man are the impulses of food, sex, and acquisition. Judaism does not aim at the destruction of these impulses, but at their control and indeed their sanctification. It is the law which spiritualizes these instincts and transfigures them into legitimate joys of life.”

Why do Muslims follow the halal dietary laws? The main reason for the observance of the Islamic faith is to follow the Divine Orders.

“O ye who believe! Eat of the good things wherewith WE have provided you, and render thanks to ALLAH if it is He whom ye worship.” (Quran II:172)

God reminds the believers time and again in the Holy Scripture to eat what is “Halalal Tayyiban,” meaning “permitted and good or wholesome.”

“O, Mankind! Eat of that which is Lawful and Wholesome in the earth . . . .” (Quran II:168)

“Eat of the good things. We have provided for your sustenance, but commit no excess therein.” (Quran XX:81)

Again in Sura 6 of the Quran, entitled “Cattle,” Muslims are instructed to eat the meat of animals upon which Allah’s name has been invoked. This is generally interpreted as meaning that an invocation has to be made at the time of slaughtering an animal.

“Eat of that over which the name of Allah hath been mentioned, if ye are believers in His revelations.” (Quran VI:119)

While Muslims eat what is permitted specifically or by implication, albeit without comment, they avoid eating what is specifically disallowed, such as:

“And eat not of that whereupon Allah’s name hath not been mentioned, for lo, It is abomination. Lo! The devils do inspire their minions to dispute with you. But if ye obey them, ye will be in truth idolators.” (Quran VI:121)

The majority of Islamic scholars are of the opinion that this verse deals with proper slaughtering of the allowed animals. Since Muslim dietary laws relate to Divine permissions and prohibitions, if anyone observes these laws, he or she is rewarded in the hereafter, but if anyone violates these laws, he or she may receive punishment accordingly. The rules for those foods that are not specifically prohibited may be interpreted differently by various scholars. The things that are specifically prohibited are just a few in number, and are summarized in the following verses:

Forbidden unto you are: carrion and blood and swine flesh, and that which hath been dedicated unto any other than Allah, and the strangled, and the dead through beating, and the dead through falling from a height, and that which hath been killed by the goring of horns, and the devoured of wild beasts save that which ye make lawful, and that which hath been immolated to idols. And that ye swear by the divining arrows. This is abomination.” (Quran V:3)

Although these permissions and prohibitions as a divine injunction are enough for a Muslim to observe the laws, it is believed that the dietary laws are based on health reasons that suggest impurity or harmfulness of prohibited foods.

### The kosher and halal market

Why are we concerned about kosher and halal in the secular world? Because both kosher and halal are important components of the food business. Most people, even in the food industry, are not aware of the breadth of foods that are under religious supervision. This section provides background on the economic aspects that make it important for the food industry to have a better understanding of kosher and halal.

The kosher market—according to Integrated Marketing, an advertising agency specializing in the kosher food industry—comprises almost 75000 products in the United States. In 2001, about 165 billion dollars worth of products were estimated to have a kosher marking on them. The deliberate consumers of kosher food; that is, those who specifically look for the kosher mark, are estimated to be more than 10 million Americans and they are purchasing almost 7 billion dollars worth of kosher products. Annually, almost 10000 companies produce kosher products and the average U.S. supermarket has 13000 kosher products. Fewer than 1/3, and possibly as low as 20%, of kosher consumers are Jewish (900000 year-round consumers). Other consumers who at times find kosher products helpful in meeting their dietary needs include Muslims, Seventh Day Adventists, vegetarians, vegans, people with various types of allergies—particularly to dairy, grains, and legumes—and general consumers who value the quality of kosher products, even though there is rarely a one-to-one correlation between kosher and these consumers’ needs. Hebrew National’s slogan, “We report to a higher authority” and “You don’t have to be Jewish to love Levy’s Rye Bread,” are two of the more famous campaigns used to advertise kosher products to nonkosher consumers. AdWeek magazine in the early 1990s called kosher “the Good Housekeeping Seal for the ‘90s.” By undertaking kosher certification, companies can incrementally expand their market by opening up new markets. It should be noted that although many supermarkets define the kosher consumer as someone who only purchases products with kosher supervision symbols on the package, but there are products that do not always need to have a supervision mark, as we will describe. This paper also includes information that might assist kosher supervision agencies in addressing the specific needs of these other consumer groups.

The Muslim population in the U.S. is developing a stronger marketplace presence each year. Over the past 30 years, many halal markets and ethnic stores have sprung up, mainly in the major metropolitan areas. Most of the 6 to 8 million Muslims in North America observe halal laws, particularly the avoidance of pork, but the food industry has for the most part ignored this consumer group. Although there are excellent opportunities to be realized in the North American halal market, even more compelling opportunities exist on a worldwide basis as the food industry moves to a more global business model. The number of Muslims in the world
is more than 1.3 billion people, and trade in halal products is about 150 billion dollars (Egan 2002). Many countries of South Asia, Southeast Asia, the Middle East, and Northern Africa have predominantly Muslim populations. Although only about 15% of India’s population is Muslim, it is the second largest Muslim country in the world, after Indonesia. In many countries, halal certification has become necessary for products to be imported.

Although many Muslims purchase kosher food in the U.S., these foods, as we will see in the section on Halal, do not always meet the needs of the Muslim consumer. The most common areas of concern for the Muslim consumer, when considering purchasing kosher products, are the use of various questionable gelatins in products produced by more lenient kosher supervisors and the use of alcohol as a carrier for flavors as well as a food ingredient. The details of both ideas will be developed later in this paper.

With the agreement of the client company, kosher supervisors can address the needs of the non-Jewish markets. A document establishing preliminary guidelines for making kosher appropriate for all of the groups mentioned above without violating Jewish law has been prepared (Regenstein, personal communication) and serves as a basis for a multicultural kosher dining program at Cornell Univ. (dining.cornell.edu/docs/multicultural_doc.pdf). Other universities are also exploring kosher/halal and multicultural food options.

Although limited market data is available, the most dramatic data illustrating the impact of kosher certification in the marketplace has been provided by the Coors Brewing Co. According to its market analysis, its market share in Philadelphia, Pa., market went up 18% when the company went kosher. Somewhat less dramatic increases were observed in other cities in the Northeast. Dannon Yogurt experienced a growth in sales when it switched from a “lenient” kosher certification to one that was normative mainstream (see the section on “Dealing with Kosher and Halal Supervision Agencies”). A Northeastern U.S. soda-bottling company let its kosher certification lapse and, as a result, their sales dropped significantly. The company quickly got recertified!

In recent years, many of the large national companies have gone kosher. For some, the effort has been quite extensive. For example, when Nabisco made many of its cookie products kosher, the process of equipment kosherization (see section on Equipment Kosherization) took more than three years before its many bakeries around the country became kosher and all its kosher products could finally be marketed in the U.S. To consider whether a company wants to participate in the kosher (or halal) market, its leaders need to have some knowledge about the laws themselves to determine potential profitability.

Kosher

The kosher dietary laws
The kosher dietary laws predominantly deal with three issues, all focused on the animal kingdom:

a. Allowed animals
b. Prohibition of blood
c. Prohibition of mixing of milk and meat

Additionally, for the week of Passover (in late March or April) restrictions on “chometz,” the prohibited grains (wheat, rye, oats, barley, and spelt) in other than unleavened form—and the rabbinical extensions of this prohibition—lead to a whole new set of regulations focused, in this case, on the plant kingdom.

Ninety-two percent of American Jews celebrate Passover in some way, making it the most observed holiday in the Jewish calendar. It also accounts for about 40% of the sales of kosher products to the Jewish community. Although only 20 to 33% of the kosher market in the United States is Jewish, these consumers account for more than half of the total dollar volume of the kosher market, since they purchase kosher food more consistently.

In this paper, we will also discuss additional laws dealing with special issues such as grape juice, wine, and alcohol derived from grape products; Jewish supervision of milk; Jewish cooking, cheesemaking and baking; equipment kosherization; purchasing new equipment from non-Jews; and old and new flour.

The kosher laws are an internally consistent logic system and have an implied “science” behind them—which may or may not agree with modern science. This system is the basis upon which rabbis work through problems and come up with solutions.

Allowed animals
Ruminants with split hoofs that chew their cud, traditional domestic birds, and fish with fins and removable scales are generally permitted. Pigs, wild birds, sharks, dogfish, catfish, monkfish, and similar species are prohibited, as are all crustacean and molluscan shellfish. Almost all insects are prohibited such that carmine and cochineal, which are used as natural red pigments, are not permitted in kosher products by most rabbinical supervisors. However, honey and shellac (lac resin) are permitted, as will be further discussed later in this section.

Four classes of prohibited animals are specifically described in the Torah. These are those animals that have one kosher characteristic, but not both. For example, the rockbadger, the hare, and the camel chew their cud but do not have a split hoof; the pig has a split hoof but does not chew its cud. Neither category is more or less nonkosher; none is kosher, and these examples are listed specifically only to clarify the text. In modern times, the prohibition of pork has often been the focus of both kosher and halal laws, since pork is such a major item of commerce. Interestingly, giraffe is a true ruminant and has a split hoof rendering it kosher, with specific guidelines about proper slaughtering procedures.

With respect to poultry, the traditional domestic birds (that is, chicken, turkey, squab, duck, and goose) are kosher. Birds in the rattrie category (ostrich, emu, and rhea) are not kosher, as the ostrich is specifically mentioned in the Bible (Lev. XI:16). However, it is not clear whether the animal of the Bible is the same animal we know today as an ostrich. There is a set of criteria that are sometimes referred to in trying to determine if a bird is kosher. The kosher bird has a stomach (gizzard) lining that can be removed from the rest of the gizzard. It cannot be a bird of prey. Another issue deals with tradition; for example, newly discovered or developed birds may not be acceptable. Some rabbis do not accept wild turkey, while some do not accept the leatherless chicken.

The only animals from the sea that are permitted are those with fins and scales. All fish with scales have fins, so the focus is on the scales. These must be visible to the human eye and must be removable from the fish skin without tearing the skin. Cycloid and
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centenarian scales found on traditional fish are generally considered acceptable, but the ganoid and placoid scales of sharks, gar, and so on are not. A few fish remain controversial, probably swordfish (whose scales do not seem to belong to any of the biologists’ standard scale types) being the most discussed fish. The Conservative movement also permits sturgeon, which most Orthodox authorities consider nonkosher.

Most insects are not kosher. The exception includes a few types of grasshoppers, which are acceptable in the parts of the world where the tradition of eating them has not been lost. The edible insects are all in the “grasshopper” family identified as permitted in the Torah due to their unique “jumping” movement mechanism. Again, only visible insects are of concern; an insect that spends its entire life cycle inside a single food is not of concern. The recent development of exhaustive cleaning methods to prepare prepackaged salad vegetables eliminates a lot of the insects that are sometimes visible, rendering the product kosher and, therefore, usable in kosher foodservice establishments and in the kosher home without requiring extensive special inspection procedures. Although companies in this arena go to a great deal of effort to produce an insect-free product, some kosher supervision agencies remain unconvinced and only certify those products (or particular production lots—for example, one day the production may be acceptable and the next day it might not) that meet their more stringent requirements.

The prohibition of insects focuses on the whole animal. If one’s intent is to make a dish where the food will be chopped up in a food processor, then one may skip the elaborate inspection of fruits and vegetables for insects and assume that the presence of insect parts does not render the food nonkosher. There are guidebooks describing which fruits and vegetables in particular countries need inspection, and recommended methods for doing this inspection are included. Kosher consumers have appreciated the use of pesticides to keep products insect-free, as well as the use of prepackaged vegetables that have been properly inspected. Modern integrated pest management programs that increase the level of insect infestation in fruits and vegetables can cause problems for the kosher consumer. Examples of problems with insects that one might not think about include insects under the “triangles” on asparagus stalks and under the “greens” of strawberries, and thrips on cabbage leaves. Kosher consumers and “mashgichim” (religious supervisors on site) are trained to properly inspect those fruits and vegetables that need to be examined. Because of the difficulty of properly inspecting them, many Orthodox consumers do not use brussels sprouts.

Honey and other products from bees are covered by a unique set of laws that essentially permits honey and beeswax. Other bee-derived materials; for example, royal jelly, are more controversial. An article by Rabbi Z. Blech (2004) discusses this unique set of materials and the special laws surrounding bees and honey. Most rabbis extend this permission to the use of lac resin or shellac, which is used in candy and fruit coatings to provide a shine.

Prohibition of blood

Ruminants and fowl must be slaughtered according to Jewish law by a specially trained religious slaughterman (“shochet”) using a special knife designed for the purpose (“chalef”). The knife must be extremely sharp and have a very straight blade that is at least twice the diameter of the neck of the animal to be slaughtered. It is the process itself, and the strict following of the law, that makes a product kosher, and not the presence or absence of a blessing over the food. However, prior to slaughter the shochet does make a blessing. The animal is not stunned prior to slaughter. If the slaughter is done in accordance with Jewish law and with the highest standards of modern animal handling practices, the animal will die without showing any signs of stress. In 1958, the U.S. Congress declared kosher slaughter and similar systems (such as halal, for example) to be humane, but included an exemption for preslaughter handling of the animal prior to kosher and halal slaughter. To deal with problems due to inappropriate preslaughter handling, the Food Marketing Institute, the trade association for many North American supermarkets, and the National Council of Chain Restaurants are developing a set of animal welfare-based kosher/halal standards for upright slaughter based on the American Meat Institute’s guidelines that have existed for a number of years.

With respect to kosher, or “kasrhus,” supervision, slaughtering is the only time a blessing is said—and it is said before commenc-
in Yiddish. The person who is specifically trained to do this is called a “Menacker.” In practical terms, this means that only the front quarter cuts of kosher red meat are used in the U.S. and most Western countries. Although it is very difficult and time-consuming to remove an animal’s sciatic nerve, necessity demands that this deveining be done in parts of the world where the hindquarter is needed in the kosher food supply. In some animals (deer, for example), it is relatively easy to devein the hindquarter. However, if there is no tradition of eating any hindquarter meat within a community, some rabbis have rejected the deer hindquarters for that community.

To further remove the prohibited blood, red meat and poultry must then be soaked and salted (“melicha”) within 72 h of slaughter. If this is not possible, then nonglatt meat is specially washed (“beginning”), and this wash procedure may be repeated for up to two more times, each time within 72 h of the previous washing. The soaking is done for 5 h in cold water; thereafter, the salting is done for 1 h with all surfaces, including cut surfaces and the inside cavity of a chicken, being covered with ample amounts of salt. The salted meat is then rinsed three times. The salted meat must be able to drain throughout and all the blood being removed must flow away freely. Shorter soaking and salting times are sometimes permitted; for example, when there is not enough time before the Sabbath or a holiday to complete the process.

The animal’s heart must be cut open and the congealed blood removed before beginning the overall soaking and salting process. Once the meat is properly koshered, any remaining “red liquid” is no longer considered “blood” according to halacha, and the meat can be used without further concern for these issues.

The salt used for koshering must be of a crystal size that is large enough that the crystals will not dissolve within the hour and must be small enough to permit complete coverage of the meat. The salt industry refers to this size crystal as “kosher” salt. Although most salt is religiously kosher, the term “kosher” in this case is referring to the grain size. The specific process of salting and soaking meat to make it ready for use is also referred to as “koshering” meat.

Because of its high blood content, liver cannot be soaked and salted, but must instead be broiled to at least more than half cooked using special equipment reserved for this purpose. The liver is then rinsed, after which it can be used in any way the user wishes. A small amount of salt is sprinkled on the liver. In theory, any meat can be broiled instead of soaking and salting. However, this has not been done for so many years that some rabbis no longer accept this alternative.

Some concerns have been raised about the salt level in kosher meat. Note that only the surfaces are salted, generally using primal cuts; that is, 20 to 40 lb pieces of meat, and that the penetration of the salt is less than a half centimeter in red meat (N.Y. Dept. of Agriculture and Markets, personal communication). Many pieces of meat, as consumed, have therefore not been directly subjected to the salt treatment. If salt content in a diet is a very important consideration, then one should cut off all surfaces and not use any of the drippings that come out during cooking. However, much of the salt that goes into the meat at the surface is lost during the cooking process.

Another issue that can arise when meat has not been soaked and salted is that of “kavoush.” For example, if meat trimmings sit in the blood released by meat for more than 24 h, the meat is considered to be pickled and cannot subsequently be soaked and salted. This meat is therefore not kosher. When large totes are used for shipping meat, it is almost impossible to prevent kavoush. These totes should only be used if the meat will be removed within 24 h.

Any ingredients or materials that might be derived from animal sources are generally prohibited because of the difficulty of obtaining them from kosher animals. This includes many products that might be used in foods and dietary supplements, such as emulsifiers, stabilizers, and surfactants, particularly those materials that are fat-derived. Very careful rabbinical supervision would be necessary to assure that no animal-derived ingredients are included in kosher food products. Almost all such materials are available in a kosher form derived from plant oils. A possible exception might be a normative mainstream gelatin, which is now being produced from glatt kosher beef hides (see section on Gelatin). Also some rennet, the cheese-coagulating enzyme, is obtained from the dried fourth stomach of a kosher-slaughtered milk-fed calf.

There are a few concepts in Jewish law that permit materials to alter their status. The first is “Dvar Hadash,” or new entity. If something undergoes a sufficient transformation, as defined rabbinically, it may become a new entity. Another concept that may help create flexibility for food manufacturers is the concept of “dry as wood” where the “drying” is defined as natural drying for over a year. The concept is used in part to justify the use of natural calf rennet discussed above—the extraction of a chemical from such a material permits its use when it would not otherwise be permitted. Finally, there is the concept of “not fit for either a person or, less critically, for a dog.” If a material is unacceptable and would not even be eaten by a dog, then the source is not considered a food, which means that anything derived from it could be kosher. Note, however, that some rabbis argue that if an identifiable object; for example, a bone, is placed into such a mixture and is then recovered, that the item was not necessarily ever unfit for a dog.

**Prohibition of mixing of milk and meat**

“Thou shalt not seeth the kid in its mother’s milk.” (Exodus XXIII:19, Deuteronomy XIV:21)

This passage appears three times in the Torah and is therefore considered a very serious admonition. As a result, the law cannot be violated even for nonfood uses such as pet food. Neither can one derive benefit from such a mixture; therefore, one cannot own a cheeseburger business. The meat side of the equation has been rabbinically extended to include poultry (not fish), as both meat and poultry need to be inspected, deveined, salted, and soaked. The dairy side includes all milk derivatives.

Keeping meat and milk separate in accordance with kosher law requires that the processing and handling of all materials and products fall into one of three categories:

- a. A meat product
- b. A dairy product
- c. A neutral product called “pareve,” “parve,” or “parev.” (For words that are transliterations of Hebrew—like “pareve”—multiple English spellings are acceptable.)

The pareve category includes all products that are not classified

---

**Nonglatt meat and nonmenhadrin poultry products encompass a larger percentage of the kosher marketplace (by volume)**

---

The salt used for koshering must be of a crystal size that is large enough that the item was not necessarily deemed to be pickled and cannot subsequently be soaked and salted. This meat is therefore not kosher. When large totes are used for shipping meat, it is almost impossible to prevent kavoush. These totes should only be used if the meat will be removed within 24 h.

Any ingredients or materials that might be derived from animal sources are generally prohibited because of the difficulty of obtaining them from kosher animals. This includes many products that might be used in foods and dietary supplements, such as emulsifiers, stabilizers, and surfactants, particularly those materials that are fat-derived. Very careful rabbinical supervision would be necessary to assure that no animal-derived ingredients are included in kosher food products. Almost all such materials are available in a kosher form derived from plant oils. A possible exception might be a normative mainstream gelatin, which is now being produced from glatt kosher beef hides (see section on Gelatin). Also some rennet, the cheese-coagulating enzyme, is obtained from the dried fourth stomach of a kosher-slaughtered milk-fed calf.

There are a few concepts in Jewish law that permit materials to alter their status. The first is “Dvar Hadash,” or new entity. If something undergoes a sufficient transformation, as defined rabbinically, it may become a new entity. Another concept that may help create flexibility for food manufacturers is the concept of “dry as wood” where the “drying” is defined as natural drying for over a year. The concept is used in part to justify the use of natural calf rennet discussed above—the extraction of a chemical from such a material permits its use when it would not otherwise be permitted. Finally, there is the concept of “not fit for either a person or, less critically, for a dog.” If a material is unacceptable and would not even be eaten by a dog, then the source is not considered a food, which means that anything derived from it could be kosher. Note, however, that some rabbis argue that if an identifiable object; for example, a bone, is placed into such a mixture and is then recovered, that the item was not necessarily ever unfit for a dog.

**Prohibition of mixing of milk and meat**

“Thou shalt not seeth the kid in its mother’s milk.” (Exodus XXIII:19, Deuteronomy XIV:21)

This passage appears three times in the Torah and is therefore considered a very serious admonition. As a result, the law cannot be violated even for nonfood uses such as pet food. Neither can one derive benefit from such a mixture; therefore, one cannot own a cheeseburger business. The meat side of the equation has been rabbinically extended to include poultry (not fish), as both meat and poultry need to be inspected, deveined, salted, and soaked. The dairy side includes all milk derivatives.

Keeping meat and milk separate in accordance with kosher law requires that the processing and handling of all materials and products fall into one of three categories:

- a. A meat product
- b. A dairy product
- c. A neutral product called “pareve,” “parve,” or “parev.” (For words that are transliterations of Hebrew—like “pareve”—multiple English spellings are acceptable.)

The pareve category includes all products that are not classified
All plant products are pareve, along with eggs, fish, honey, and lac resin (shellac). These pareve foods can be used with either meat products or dairy products.

Kosher: special foods

Grape products. To be kosher, all grape juice-based products can only be handled by Sabbath-observing Jews from grape-pressing to final processing. In manufacturing kosher grape juice, then, harvesting cannot occur on Saturday and only Jewish workers can press the grapes. If the juice is pasteurized (heated, or “mevushal” in Hebrew), then it can be handled by any worker as an ordinary kosher ingredient. The actual pasteurization temperature is debated, and different rabbinical groups use different temperatures. Some wineries do not pasteurize the product, preferring to hire only Jews to handle the wine, which then does not require heating. The traditional Jewish religious wines that are still often used for religious ceremonies were historically very sweet, often made from Concord grapes.

If one wants to make a product pareve, the plant equipment must undergo a process of kosherization. From a marketing standpoint, a pareve designation is most desirable since it has the most uses, both for the kosher and for the nonkosher consumer.

Kosher: special foods

Grape products. To be kosher, all grape juice-based products

Religiously as meat or dairy. Secular classifications may be defined differently. All plant products are pareve, along with eggs, fish, honey, and lac resin (shellac). These pareve foods can be used with either meat products of dairy products. However, if they are mixed with meat or dairy they take on the identity of the product they are mixed with; for example, an egg in a cheese soufflé becomes dairy.

A special set of rules applies to fish. Fish can be eaten at the same meal at which meat is eaten, but it cannot be mixed directly with the meat. The dishes used with the fish are generally kept separate and rinsed before they are used with meat, or vice versa. The original law in the Talmud speaks of a specific concern that one particular type of fish caused people to get sick when they mixed that fish with meat. Since we do not know what fish that was and have no modern evidence that such a problem exists, this rabbinical health concern is no longer valid or necessary according to the Conservative Jewish movement. This is a very specific exception to the generalization that kosher laws are not health laws. Another exception with respect to handling fish: One of the very traditional Chassidic Orthodox groups—Lubavitch or Chabad—also has a tradition of not mixing milk with fish; for example, not permitting a fish gelatin to be used in yogurt.

To assure the complete separation of milk and meat, all equipment, utensils, pipes, steam, and so on must be of the properly designated category. If plant materials, like fruit juices, are run through a dairy plant, they would be considered under kosher law. Some kosher supervision agencies would permit such a product to be listed as “dairy equipment (D.E.)” rather than “dairy.” The D.E. tells the consumer that it does not contain any intentionally added dairy ingredients, but that it was made on dairy equipment. (See the section on “Kosher and Allergies”). If a product with no meat ingredients is made in a meat plant, like a vegetarian vegetable soup, it may be marked “meat equipment (M.E.).” Although one may need to “wash” the dishes before and after use, the D.E. food can be eaten on meat dishes and the M.E. food on dairy dishes. A significant wait is normally required to use a product with dairy ingredients after one has eaten meat. This can range from 3 to 6 h, depending on the customs (“minhag”) of the area from which the husband of each family came. With the D.E. listing, the consumer can use the D.E. product immediately before or after a meat meal, but not with a meat meal. Following dairy, the wait before eating meat is much less, usually from a “rinse of the mouth” with water to 1 h. Certain dairy foods do require the full wait of 3 to 6 h; that is, when a hard cheese is eaten, the wait is the same as that for meat to dairy. A hard cheese is defined as a cheese that has been aged for more than 6 mo or one that is particularly dry and hard like many of the Italian cheeses. Thus, most companies producing cheese for the kosher market usually age their cheese for less than 6 mo, although with proper package marking this is not a religious requirement.

If one wants to make an ingredient or product truly pareve, the plant equipment must undergo a process of equipment kosherization (see section on Equipment Kosherization). From a marketing standpoint, a pareve designation is most desirable since it has the most uses, both for the kosher and for the nonkosher consumer.
The necessity for Jewish participation in cheesemaking is that the cheese is a product “fit for a king.” Clearly, whey does not fit into this category.
adays such as Manischewitz, Rokeach, and Kedem occur for the
week of Passover. Stores generally begin to make Passover prod-
ucts available to consumers between 4 and 6 wk prior to Pas-
over. Consumers who regularly use products such as dietary sup-
plements and nonlife-threatening drugs will be concerned about
obtaining a version of their favorite and/or required product that
is acceptable at Passover. For drugs, the prohibition of chometz is
of special concern since many Jews do not want any manner of
chometz in their home, including drugs, pet foods, and nonfood
items such as rubbing alcohol.

A violation of the laws of Passover is considered Biblical
grounds for being “separated from the community.” This is gener-
ally the highest level of prohibition and has led to extra strictness with
respect to Passover.

The most stringent kosher con-
sumers only eat “whole” unbroken
matzos on the first seven days of
Passover—the seven days ob-
served by Jews everywhere, includ-
ing Israel. Thus, any prepared food
for those seven days (the Biblically
commanded time) may need to be
made without the use of any matzo
meal or matzo flour; that is, no “ge-
brucks” (no broken matzos). How-
ever, on the 8th day—which is a
rabbinical extension of Passover
outside of the land of Israel—these
people will also eat products made
with less than whole matzos, in-
cluding the traditional Jewish mat-
zo ball soup.

With all the limitations of Passover, it is a challenge to make
Passover food products that are tasty and have a decent texture.
The kosher community welcomes the assistance of the food scien-
tist and the food industry to develop more and better Passover
products

Kosher: Other Processing Issues

Equipment kosherization

There are three ways to make equipment kosher or to change
its status back to pareve from dairy or meat. Rabbis generally
frown on going from meat to dairy or vice versa. Most conver-
sions are from dairy to pareve or from treif to one of the catego-
ries of kosher. There are a range of process procedures to be con-
sidered, depending on the equipment’s prior production history.

After a plant, or a processing line, has been used to produce
kosher pareve products, it can be switched to either kosher dairy
or kosher meat without a special equipment kosherization step. It
can also subsequently be used for halal production (from pareve
or dairy lines, not always from meat lines), and then, finally, for
nonkosher products. In many cases, a mashgiach—that is, the
rabbinically approved kosher supervisor—is needed on site for
equipment kosherization, so it normally is beneficial to minimize
the number of changeovers from one status to another.

The simplest equipment kosherization occurs with equipment
that has only been handled cold. This requires a good liquid
caustic/soap cleaning; for example, the type of cleaning done nor-

mally in most food plants. Some plants do not normally do a wet

clean-up between runs (a dry powder packing plant or a choco-
late line, for example), and these would need to seek specific rab-
binical guidance for the changeover. Materials such as ceramics,
rubber, earthenware, and porcelain cannot be koshered because
they are considered not “capable” of releasing the flavors trapped
within them during the equipment kosherization process. If these
materials are found in a processing plant, new materials may be
required for production.

Most food processing equipment is operated at cooking tem-
peratures generally above 120 °F (49 °C), the temperature that is
rabbinically defined as “cooking.” However, the exact temperature
for “cooking” depends on the individual rabbi, in that it is the
temperature at which he must immediately remove his hand
when he puts it into hot water. Recently, through an agreement by
the major four mainstream American kosher certifying agencies,
most normative kosher supervision agencies in the U.S. have set-
tled on 120 °F (49 °C) as the temperature at which foods are
cooked, and this figure is used throughout this paper. (See the
section on “Dealing with Kosher and Halal Supervision Agen-
ties”)

Equipment that has been used with cooked product must be
thoroughly cleaned with liquid caustic/soap before being kosher-
ized. The equipment must then be left idle for 24 h, after which it
is “flooded” with boiling water being defined as water between
190 °F (88 °C) and 212 °F (100 °C), in the presence of a kosher
supervisor. The details depend on the equipment being kosher-
ized. In some cases, particularly foodservice establishments, a
“pogem” (bittering agent, oftentimes ammonia) is used in the boil-
ing water to pick up a “bad” flavor. This bad flavor is removed by
a second boiling with clean water. The 24-h wait accomplishes
the same thing as the ammonia; for example, it turns any good fla-
vers attached to the equipment into bad flavors.

The principles concerning koshering by “hagalah” (boiling wa-
ter) or “iriui” (boiling water poured over a surface) are based on an
ancient understanding of the movement of “taam” (flavor) in and
out of solid materials. The concepts of taam and its movement be-
tween products are also used to analyze the many possible com-
binations of kosher meat, kosher dairy, and/or nonkosher prod-
ucts interacting accidentally; that is, for analysis “after the fact”
(“b’de-eved”). For real accidents, the rabbis are able to be more le-
nient than they might be for things that are done intentionally
(“l’chatchilla,” or planned ahead of time). In modern times, where ko-
sher supervision in the U.S. is ac-
tive; that is, the rabbis are operating
with a contractual agreement and
ongoing inspections, there is less
room to work with some of these
leniencies. In Europe, where rabbis
sometimes only make informal vis-
ts to plants and report on their vis-
ts to their congregants and the
greater Jewish community, the rules
with respect to “after the fact” is-
ues are sometimes used more
freely—since the rabbi cannot control, nor is he responsible for,
any changes the processing plant may make once he has left the
plant.

In the case of ovens or other equipment that use “fire,” or dry
heat, kosherization involves heating the metal until it glows. Ag-
ain, the supervising rabbi is generally present while this pro-
cess is taking place. In the case of ovens, particularly large com-
mercial ovens, issues relating to “odor/vapors” and “steam” must
also be considered. Sometimes the same oven can be used se-
quentially for alternating pareve and dairy baking. Those details
are beyond the scope of this paper and require a sophisticated

Materials such as
ceramics, rubber,
earthenware, and
porcelain cannot be
koshered because
they are considered
not “capable” of
releasing the flavors
trapped within them

---

For drugs, the prohibition of chometz is of special concern since many Jews do not want any manner of chometz in their home, including drugs, pet foods, and nonfood items such as rubbing alcohol.

---
rabbinical analysis to determine which ovens can be used for more than one status without requiring kosherization.

The procedures that must be followed for equipment kosherization, especially for hot equipment, can be quite extensive and time consuming, so the fewer status conversions, the better. Careful formulation of products and good production planning can minimize the inconvenience. If a conversion is needed, it is often scheduled for early Monday morning before the production week starts. Since rabbis observe the Sabbath on Saturday, they are available to travel to food plants all around the country on Sunday to start work on Monday morning at 3, 4, or 5 a.m.

**Jewish cooking and Jewish baking**

In cases where it is necessary for rabbis to “do” the cooking (“Bishul Yisroel”), their contribution must remain independent of the company’s activities. Often this means turning on the pilot light. As long as the pilot light remains lit, the rabbi does not have to be present; if it goes out, he must return. With electrical equipment and appliances, it is possible to keep electricity on all the time, using the lowest setting when actual heating is not taking place. The most difficult situation for kosher operations is a gas stove with an electrical starter. Care in selecting equipment can prevent a number of problems.

Baking generally requires Jewish participation, “Pas Yisroel”; that is, the Jew must start the ovens. In addition, if the owner of the bakery is Jewish, there may be a requirement for “taking challah,” a portion of the dough that is removed and needs to be specially handled. Again, the details need to be worked out with the supervising rabbi.

Note that a company that is over 50% Jewish management or Jewish ownership is subject to stricter rules; for example, the taking of challah and the need to observe the Sabbath and other Jewish holidays. To be accountable for less strict rules, some owners sell their business to a Gentile for the period of concern, even a single day each week. This is a legally binding contract and, in theory, the Gentile owner can renege on his or her informal agreement to legally sell it back at the end of “shabbos” or the end of the holiday. On Passover, the need to do this can be more critical: Any chometz in the possession of a Jew during Passover is forever prohibited in a kosher home; that is, if a Jewish grocery store receives a shipment of bread during Passover, that bread, even if marked as kosher although obviously non-Passover, can never be used by an observant kosher-observing Jew.

**“Toveling” (immersing equipment purchased from a Gentile)**

When a Jewish company purchases or takes new or used equipment from Gentiles, the equipment must be bathed in ritual bath (“mikvah”) prior to being equipment-kosherized. Equipment from metal and glass requires a blessing, complex items that contain glass or metal may need to be toveled but may not need a blessing. A mashgiach needs to be present for this activity. A natural body of water can be used instead of the indoor mikvah, especially with large equipment.

**Tithing and other Israeli agricultural laws**

In ancient times, products from Israel were subject to special rules concerning tithing for the priests, their helpers, the poor, and so on. These are complex laws that only affect products from Israel. There is a rabbinical process for doing the tithing that does not require some of the actual product to be removed from the lot. The land of Israel is also subject to the Sabbath (sabbatical) years; that is, crops from certain years cannot be used. These additional requirements challenge kosher consumers in the U.S. who are interested in purchasing and trying Israeli products. Rabbis in Israel arrange for companies to tithe when the products are destined for sale in Israel, but rarely for exports. In 2002, at least one major U.S. kosher supervision agency began to arrange for tithing before the product is offered to the consumer in the U.S. The details of this process are beyond the scope of this paper.

**Kosher and allergies**

Many consumers use kosher markings as a guideline to determine whether food products might meet their special needs, including allergies. There are, however, limitations that the particularly sensitive allergic consumer needs to keep in mind:

1. When equipment is kosherized—or converted from one status to another—the procedure may not yield 100% removal of previous materials run on the equipment. This became an issue some years ago when rabbis discovered that the special procedures being used to convert a dairy chocolate line to a pareve chocolate line led to enough dairy contamination that consumers who were very sensitive to dairy allergens were having problems. These lines are koshered without water—either a hot oil or “pareve” chocolate is run through the line in a quantity sufficient to remove any “dairy” residual as calculated by the supervising rabbi.

Neither Islam nor Judaism permit practices that will endanger life to occur. As a result, rabbis decided that none of the current religiously acceptable methods for equipment kosherization of chocolate are effective enough to move between dairy and pareve production, therefore mainstream kosher supervision agencies no longer permit this conversion.

2. Kosher law does permit certain *ex post facto* (after the fact) errors to be negated. Trace amounts of materials accidentally added to a food can be nullified if the amount of “offending” material is less than \( \frac{1}{60} \) by volume under very specific conditions—that is, truly added by accident. However, some items can never be negated—for example, strong flavor compounds that make a significant impact on the product even at less than \( \frac{1}{60} \). In deference to their industrial client company’s desire to minimize negative publicity, many kosher supervision agencies do not announce when they have used this procedure to make a product acceptable. When there is a concern about allergic reactions, however, many rabbis are more willing to alert the public as soon as possible for health and safety reasons.

Products that might be made in a dairy plant—for example, pareve substitutes for dairy products and some other liquids like teas and fruit juices—may be produced in plants that have been kosherized, but may not meet a very critical allergy standard. Care in consuming such products is recommended.

3. Labels that say Dairy and Meat Equipment: There are no in-
tentionally added dairy or meat ingredients, but the product is produced on a dairy or meat line without any equipment kosherization. The product is considered pareve with some use restrictions in a kosher home. Again, the more sensitive the allergy, the more caution is advised.

4. In a few instances where pareve or dairy products contain small amounts of fish, such as anchovies in Worcestershire sauce, this ingredient may be marked as part of the kosher supervision symbol. Many certifications do not specifically mark this if the fish in the initial material is less than 1/60. Someone who is allergic should always read the ingredient label.

5. At Passover, there is some dispute about “derivatives” of kitnyos materials, the nongrain materials that are also prohibited for Ashkenazic Jews. A few rabbis permit items like corn syrup, soybean oil, peanut oil, and similarly derived materials from these extensions. The proteinaceous part of these materials is generally not used. Consumers with allergies to these items can therefore purchase these special Passover products from supervision agencies that do not permit kitnyos derivatives. With respect to equipment kosherization, supervising rabbis tend to be very strict about the clean-up of the prohibited grains (wheat, rye, oats, barley, and spelt), so these Passover products come close to meeting potential allergy concerns. This may not be the case, however, with respect to the extended kitnyos prohibitions.

Consumers should not assume that kosher markings ensure the absence of trace amounts of the ingredient to which they are allergic. It is a useful first screen, but products should be carefully tested before assuming everything is acceptable. For example, the allergic person should eat a small portion of the product, and increase the amount consumed slowly, over time, to assure no adverse reaction. People with allergies should get into the habit of checking lot numbers on products and purchasing stable goods with a single lot number in sufficient quantity to meet anticipated needs within the shelf-life expectations of the goods. Every packaged product has a lot number, representing some unit of production. Some companies change lot numbers a few times a day, while others change it once a day. In any case, the same lot number represents a product run that can usually be expected to be more consistent than runs produced at different times with different lot numbers.

How thoroughly are dairy ingredients kept out of a pareve line? The current standard for kosher may not meet the needs of allergic consumers since the dairy powder dust in the air may be sufficient to cause allergy problems. A company might choose to use a special marking on kosher pareve chocolates produced in plants that also produce dairy products to indicate that these are religiously pareve, but may not be sufficiently devoid of dairy allergens for very allergic consumers. Furthermore, they may also want to consider checking the chocolate using one of the modern antibody or similar types of tests. For example, regular M&Ms are marked as containing “peanuts” to alert people who are very allergic to peanuts. The product does not contain peanuts, but common equipment (cleaned between product runs) is used for both products, and peanut dust may be in the air.

Halal

**Halal dietary laws**

The halal dietary laws define food products as “halal” (permit-
vive and live better without consuming unhealthful carrion, unhealthful pork, unhealthful blood, and the root of many vices—alcohol.

6. Whatever is conducive to the “prohibited” is in itself prohibited. If something is prohibited, anything leading to it is also prohibited.

7. Falsely representing unlawful as lawful is prohibited. It is unlawful to make flimsy excuses or to consume something that is prohibited, such as drinking alcohol for supposedly medical reasons.

8. Good intentions do not make the unlawful acceptable. Whenever any permissible action of the believer is accompanied by a good intention, his action becomes an act of worship. In the case of haram, it remains haram no matter how good the intention or how honorable the purpose may be. Islam does not endorse employing a haram means to achieve a praiseworthy end. The religion indeed insists not only that the goal be honorable, but also that the means chosen to achieve it be lawful and proper. Islamic laws demand that the right should be secured solely through just means.

9. Doubtful things should be avoided. There is a gray area between clearly lawful and clearly unlawful. This is the area of “what is doubtful.” Islam considers it an act of piety for the Muslims to avoid doubtful things, for them to stay clear of the unlawful. Prophet Muhammad said:

“The halal is clear and the haram is clear. Between the two there are doubtful matters concerning which people do not know whether they are halal or haram. One who avoids them in order to safeguard his religion and his honor is safe, while if someone engages in a part of them, he may be doing something haram…”

10. Unlawful things are prohibited to everyone alike. Islamic laws are universally applicable to all races, creeds, and sexes. There is no favored treatment of privileged class. Actually, in Islam, there are no privileged classes; hence, the question of preferential treatment does not arise. This principle applies not only among Muslims, but between Muslims and non-Muslims as well.

11. Necessity dictates exceptions. The range of prohibited things in Islam is quite limited, but emphasis on observing the prohibitions is very strong. At the same time, Islam is not oblivious to the exigencies of life, to their magnitude, or to human weakness and the capacity to face them. A Muslim is permitted, under the compulsion of necessity, to eat a prohibited food to ensure survival—but only in quantities sufficient to remove the necessity and avoid starvation.

Prohibited and permitted animals

The meat of pigs, boars, and swine is strictly prohibited, as are the carnivorous animals such as lions, tigers, cheetahs, cats, dogs, and wolves. Also prohibited are birds of prey such as eagles, falcons, osprey, kites, and vultures.

The meat of domesticated animals like ruminants with split hooves (cattle, sheep, goat, or lamb, for example) is allowed for food, as are camels and buffaloes. Also permitted are the birds that do not use their claws to hold down food, such as chickens, turkeys, ducks, geese, pigeons, doves, partridges, quails, sparrows, enus, and ostriches. Some of the animals and birds are permitted only under special circumstances or with certain conditions. Horsemeat may be allowed to be consumed under some disturbing conditions, discussion of which is beyond the scope of this paper. The animals fed unclean or filthy feed; for example, formulated with biosolids (sewage) or protein from tankage, must be quarantined and placed on clean feed for a period varying from 3 to 40 days before slaughter to cleanse their systems.

Food from the sea—namely, fish and seafood—are the most controversial among various denominations of Muslims. Certain groups, particularly Shia, only accept fish with scales as halal, while others consider as halal everything that lives in the water all the time. Consequently, prawns, lobsters, crabs, and clams are halal, but may be detested (Makrooh) by some, and hence not consumed. Animals that live both in water and on land (amphibians) such as frogs, turtles, crocodiles, and seals are also not consumed by the majority of observant Muslims.

There is no clear status of insects established in Islam, except that locust is specifically mentioned as halal. Insects are generally considered neutral. However, from deduction of the laws, it seems that both helpful insects like bees, ants, and spiders, and harmful or dirty creatures like lice, flies, and mosquitoes, are all prohibited as food. Among the byproducts from insects, use of honey was very highly recommended by Prophet Muhammad. Other products like royal jelly, wax, shellac, and carmine are acceptable to be used without restrictions by most; however, some may consider shellac and carmine “Makroohs” or offensive to their psyche.

Eggs and milk from permitted animals are also permitted for Muslim consumption. Milk from cows, goats, sheep, and buffaloes is halal. Unlike kosher, there is no restriction on mixing meat and milk.

Prohibition of blood

According to the Quranic verses, blood that pours forth is prohibited for consumption. It includes blood of permitted and non-permitted animals alike. Liquid blood is generally not offered for sale or consumed by Muslims or non-Muslims, but products made with and from blood are available. There is general agreement among Muslim scholars that anything made from blood is unacceptable. Products like blood sausage and ingredients like blood albumin are either haram or questionable at best, and should be avoided for product formulations.

Slaughtering of permitted animals

There are special requirements for slaughtering the animal:

● An animal must be of a halal species
● It must be slaughtered by an adult and sane (mentally competent) Muslim
● Allah must be invoked by name at the time of slaughter
● Slaughter must be done by cutting the throat in a manner that induces rapid and complete bleeding, resulting in the quickest death. The generally accepted method is to cut at least 3 of the 4
passages (that is, the carotids, jugulars, trachea, and esophagus). Some Islamic scholars do accept machine slaughter, particularly of poultry. In recent years, however, the trend has gone back towards requiring hand slaughter of these animals.

The meat of animals thus slaughtered is called “zabihah” (or “dhabihah”) meat. “Verily Allah has prescribed proficiency in all things. Thus, if you kill, kill well; and if you perform dhabihah, perform it well. Let each one of you sharpen his blade and let him spare suffering to the animal he slays.” (Khan 1991)

Islam places great emphasis on gentle and humane treatment of animals, especially before and during slaughter. Some of the conditions include giving the animal proper rest and water, avoiding conditions that cause stress, not sharpening the knife in front of the animals, using a very sharp knife to slit the throat, and so on. Only after the blood is allowed to drain completely from the animal and the animal has become lifeless can the dismemberment (cutting off of horns, ears, legs, and so on) commence. Unlike kosher, soaking and salting of the carcass is not required for halal; halal meat is therefore treated like other commercial meat. Animal-derived food ingredients like emulsifiers, tallow, and enzymes must be made from animals slaughtered by a Muslim to be halal.

Hunting of permitted wild animals (like deer) and birds (like doves, pheasants, and quail) is permitted for the purpose of eating, but not merely for deriving pleasure out of killing an animal. Hunting during the pilgrimage to Makkah (Mecca) and within the defined boundaries of the holy city of Makkah is strictly prohibited. Hunting is permitted with any tools, such as guns, arrows, spears, or traps. Trained dogs may also be used for catching or retrieving the prey. The name of Allah may be pronounced at the time of releasing the tool rather than catching of the prey. The hunted animal must be bled by slitting the throat as soon as it is caught. If the blessing is made at the time of pulling the trigger or shooting an arrow and the hunted animal dies before the hunter reaches it, it would still be halal as long as slaughter is performed and some blood comes out. Fish and seafood may be hunted or caught by any reasonable means available as long as it is done humanely, and no blessing needs to be said.

The requirements of proper slaughtering and bleeding are applicable to land animals and birds. Fish and other creatures that live in water need not be ritually slaughtered. Similarly, there is no special method of killing the locust.

The meat of the animals that die of natural causes (diseases, for example, or being gored by other animals, being strangled, falling from a height, beating, or killed by wild beasts) is unlawful to be eaten, unless one saves such animals by slaughtering before they actually become lifeless. Fish that dies naturally and is floating on water or lying out of water is still halal as long as it does not show any signs of decay or deterioration.

**Meat of animals killed by the “Ahl-al-Kitab”**

There has been much discussion and controversy among Muslim consumers, as well as Islamic scholars, about the permissibility of consuming the meat of animals killed by the “Ahl-al-Kitab” or “people of the book,” meaning, among certain other faith communities, Jews and Christians. The issue focuses on whether meat prepared in the manner practiced by either faith would be permitted for Muslims.

In the Holy Quran, this issue is presented only once in Sura V, verse 5, in the following words:

“This day all good things are made lawful for you. The food of those who have received the Scripture is lawful for you, and your food is lawful for them.”

This verse addresses the Muslims and seems to establish a social context where Muslims, Jews, and Christians could interact with each other. It points toward two sides of the issue—first, “the food of the people of the book is lawful for you” and second, “your food is lawful for them.”

In most discussions, scholars try to deal with the first part (food of Ahl-al-Kitab) and ignore the second part (food of Muslims) altogether, leaving that decision to the people of the book.

As far as the first part of the ruling is concerned, Muslims are allowed to eat the food of the Jews and Christians as long as it does not violate the first part of this verse, “this day all good and wholesome things have been made lawful for you.” Quran V:6.

The majority of Islamic scholars are of the opinion that the food of the Ahl-al-Kitab must meet the criteria established for halal and wholesome food, including proper slaughter of animals. They believe that the following verse establishes a strict requirement for Muslims:

“And that not of that whereupon Allah’s name hath not been mentioned, for Ilo! It is abomination.” [Quran VI:121]

However, some Islamic scholars are of the opinion that the above verse does not apply to the food of Ahl-al-Kitab and there is no need to mention the name of Allah at the time of slaughtering (Al-Qaradawi 1984). It is up to the regulatory agencies in the halal food importing countries, halal certifiers for export or domestic consumption, or the individual Muslim consumers to decide how to interpret these verses. However, for clarity in understanding the modern day practices of Ahl-al-Kitab, we would like to offer the following analysis:

1. Christians do not follow a strict food code
2. Jews are divided into 3 major groups:
   - Orthodox Jews who slaughter animals (ruminants and poultry) in their prescribed manner and currently prepare all “kosher” meat currently marketed.
   - Conservative Jews who follow the kosher guidelines based on Jewish law, but who tend to be more lenient than Orthodox Jews.
   - Reform Jews who do not generally consider kosher laws an essential concern for modern Jewish practice.
3. Orthodox Jewish slaughterers say a blessing at the beginning of a slaughter session, but do not pronounce the name of God at the actual time of slaughtering of each animal.

For the Muslims who want to follow requirements of verse VI:121, meat (red meat and poultry) of the Ahl-al-Kitab may not meet halal standards. In addition, as discussed elsewhere in this paper, dairy and pareve kosher products may contain alcohol (for example, in flavors) and some more lenient kosher supervisions as defined above will permit products that contain animal-based ingredients that may also be unacceptable to the halal-observing consumer.

**Prohibition of alcohol and intoxicants**

Consumption of alcoholic drinks and other intoxicants is prohibited according to the Quran (V:90-91), as follows:

“O you who believe! Fermented drinks and games of chance, and idols and divining arrows are only an infamy of Satan’s hand-
Kosher and Halal food laws...

Alcohol may not be used in cooking. Otherwise, there are no restrictions about cooking in Islam, as long as the kitchen is free from haram foods and ingredients. There is no need to keep two sets of utensils, one for meat and the other for dairy, as in kosher.

In food companies, haram materials should be kept segregated from halal materials. The equipment used for nonhalal products has to be thoroughly cleansed using proper techniques of acids, bases, detergents, and hot water. As a general rule, kosher cleansing procedures would be adequate for halal too. If the equipment is used for haram products, it must be properly cleaned, sometimes by using an abrasive material, blessed by a Muslim inspector, and finally being rinsed with hot water seven times.

### Science

**Gelatin.** Important in many food products, gelatin is probably the most controversial of all modern kosher and halal ingredients. Gelatin can be derived from pork skin, beef bones, or beef skin. In recent years, some gelatins from fish skins have also entered the market. The first author is currently involved in research in this area. As a food ingredient, fish gelatin has many similarities to beef and pork gelatin; for example, it can have a similar range of bloom strengths and viscosities. Bloom is the number of grams of force needed to drive a specific probe under very specific conditions 4 mm into a gelatin gel. However, depending on the species from which the fish skins are obtained, its melting point can vary over a much wider range of melting points than beef or pork gelatin. This may offer some unique opportunities to the food industry, especially for ice cream, yogurt, dessert gels, confections, and imitation margarine. Fish gelatins can be produced kosher and halal with proper supervision, and is acceptable to almost all of the mainstream religious supervision organizations. Most currently available gelatins—even if called “kosher”—are not acceptable to the mainstream U.S. kosher supervision organizations and to the Islamic scholars. Many are, in fact, totally unacceptable to halal consumers because they may be pork-based gelatin.

A recent development has been the manufacture of kosher gelatin from the hides of kosher-slaughtered cattle. It has been available in limited supply at great expense, and this gelatin has been accepted by the mainstream and even some of the stricter kosher supervision agencies. The plant produces gelatins of different bloom strength, and both soft and hard capsules of various sizes. This is an important new development that should be of interest to the nutraceutical and drug markets. Similarly, at least two major manufacturers are currently producing certified halal gelatin from cattle bones of animals that have been slaughtered by Muslims. Halal-certified hard- and soft-gelatin capsules are available at competitive prices. Vegetarian capsules are also available, made with starch, cellulose, or other vegetable ingredients.

One finds a wide range of attitudes towards gelatin among the lenient kosher supervision agencies. The most liberal view holds that gelatin, being made from bones and skin, is not being made from a food (flesh). Further, the process used to make the product goes through a stage where the product is so “unfit” that it is not edible by man or dog, and as such becomes a new entity. Rabbis holding this view may accept pork gelatin. Most water gelatin deserts with a generic “K” on the package follow this ruling.

Other rabbis only permit gelatin from beef bones and hides, and not pork. Still other rabbis only accept “India dry bones” as a source of beef gelatin. These bones, found naturally in India from the animals that fall and die in the fields, because of the Hindu custom of not killing cows, are aged for over a year and are “dry as wood”; additional religious laws exist for permitting these materials. Again, none of these products is accepted by the “mainstream” kosher or halal supervisions, and are therefore not ac-

### Both kosher and halal

**Synthetic or grain alcohol may be used in food processing for extraction, precipitation, dissolving, as long as the amount of alcohol remaining in the final product is very small**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Alcohol Remaining (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Added to boiling liquid and removed from heat</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooked over a flame</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Added without heat and stored overnight</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baked for 25 minutes without stirring</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed, then baked or simmered for 15 min</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed, then baked or simmered for 30 min</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed, then baked or simmered for 1 h</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed, then baked or simmered for 2 h</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed, then baked or simmered for 2.5 h</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even after cooking for 2.5 hours, up to 5% alcohol remains in the food. Although there is little chance of intoxication by eating such food, the use of alcoholic drinks in cooking is categorically prohibited.

### Halal cooking, food processing, and sanitation

Alcohol may not be used in cooking. Otherwise, there are no restrictions about cooking in Islam, as long as the kitchen is free from haram foods and ingredients. There is no need to keep two sets of utensils, one for meat and the other for dairy, as in kosher.

In food companies, haram materials should be kept segregated from halal materials. The equipment used for nonhalal products has to be thoroughly cleansed using proper techniques of acids, bases, detergents, and hot water. As a general rule, kosher cleansing procedures would be adequate for halal too.
Rabbis and Islamic scholars currently accept products made by simple genetic engineering; for example, chymosin (rennin)

Kosher or halal supervision is taken on by a company to expand its market opportunities. It is a business investment that, like any other investment, must be examined critically.
For a company marketing nationally, a limitation may be whether consumers elsewhere in the U.S. know and recognize the local kosher symbol.

Ingredient companies should be particularly careful in selecting a supervision agency. They should try to use a “mainstream” kosher or halal supervision agency.
ture to make a lactic acid from whey failed, in part, because the major users of kosher lactic acid, pickle and olive manufacturers were all kosher-pareve; given that their products are often used at a meat meal, the use of a dairy lactic acid was counter-productive. Food companies will have to pay increasingly more attention to halal standards. In many cases, a few changes make it possible to permit kosher products to also serve the halal community; for example, the true absence of animal products and care to assure that any residual alcohol in products is below 0.1%. Again, a supervision standard acceptable in all or most Muslim countries is desirable.

Note that the 0.1% alcohol in finished product standard is used by IFANCA and seems to be acceptable to the leadership of most halal communities. However, many halal consumers are not familiar with this standard at this time, so further education will be necessary.

There is some amount of interchangeability between kosher supervision agencies. A system of certification letters is used to provide information from the certifying rabbi concerning the products he has approved. The supervising rabbi certifies that a particular plant produces kosher products, or that only products with certain labels or codes are kosher under his supervision. To prevent fraud, it is helpful if these letters are renewed every year and dated with both a starting and ending date. These letters are the mainstay of how food companies and other kosher supervision agencies establish the kosher status of ingredients as ingredients move in commerce. Consumers may also ask to see such letters. Obviously, a kosher supervision agency will only accept letters from agencies they find acceptable. That decision depends on two components: the actual kosher standards of the other agency, and an assessment of how well they operate and enforce their supervision.

There are, of course, periodic recalls of specific products for various kosher defects that would prevent their use. Kashrus magazine (www.kashrusmagazine.com) and www.kashrut.com both try to provide up-to-date listings of products with problems, both of consumer items and industrial ingredients. Such a system of certification letters is also used in the Muslim community.

The kosher or halal symbol of the certifying agency or individual doing the certification may appear on the packaging. In some industrial situations, where kosher and nonkosher (or halal and nonhalal) products are similar, some sort of color-coding of product labels and packages may also be used. Most of these symbols are “trademarks” that are duly registered. In a few cases, multiple rabbis have used the same kosher symbol, causing consumer confusion.

Three additional notes about kosher and halal markings on products:

1. To ensure that labels are marked properly, it is the responsibility of the food company to show its labels to its certifying agency prior to printing. This responsibility includes both the agency symbol and the documentation establishing its kosher status—for example, dairy or pareve. It is the responsibility of the kosher supervision agency to review these labels carefully. Many kosher supervision agencies currently do not require that “pareve” be marked on products; others do not use the “dairy” marking. This causes consumer confusion, which could be avoided if every kosher product had its status marked. In addition to providing the proper information, having each product marked with its status would challenge everyone to pay more attention to properly marking products, avoiding recalls or announcements of mislabeled products. The letter “P/p” has been used for both Passover and pareve. We suggest using the letter “n” for pareve; that is, for “neutral”—consistent with the D for dairy and the M for meat.

2. The labels for private label products with specific agency symbols on their labels should not be moved between plants and cannot be used if supervision changes. This is why some companies, both private label and branded, use the generic “K.” Thus, if the kosher supervision agency changes, the label can still be used. The sophisticated kosher consumer, however, is more and more uncomfortable with this symbol; a major concern is that the labels may be too easily moved between plants, including plants that are not kosher.

The Kashruth Council of Toronto (COR) requires that each label have a plant number on it. This prevents the movement of labels between plants of the same company. This is the only agency that currently requires this additional safeguard.

If a company uses the generic “K,” the customer service and sales departments of the company (and those people representing the company at trade shows) need to know who the certifying rabbi is.

In many Muslim countries a generic halal symbol (the word Halal in Arabic in a circle), has been used indiscriminately. Muslim consumers do not have much faith in such a symbol. In North America some small companies have used similar generic markings or just the word Halal or letter H to signify that food is halal, but such symbols are not widely accepted. The Islamic Food and Nutrition Council of America uses a registered trademark logo of the letter “M” inside a closed crescent. Another agency, the Muslim Consumer Group, uses a triangle “H” as their logo. Many other halal logos have started to appear on packages in North America, usually on imported foods. Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, and Thailand have central halal control bodies, each with their unique logo. As the volume of halal products offered in local and international markets grows, it is expected that determining the standards for a halal certification will become more complex.

Federal and state regulations. Making a claim of kosher on a product is a legal claim in the U.S. The Code of Federal Regulations (21CFR101.29) has a paragraph indicating that such a claim must be appropriate, and approximately 20 states, some U.S. counties, and some cities have laws specifically regulating the claim of “kosher.” Many of these laws refer to “Orthodox Hebrew Practice” or some variant of this term; for example, reference to specific Jewish documents, and their legality is subject to further court interpretation.

New York State probably has the most extensive set of state kosher laws. These laws, however, were recently declared unconstitutional by the Federal District Court for Eastern New York and the verdict was upheld by the Federal Court of Appeals for the Second District. The appeal to the entire Second District for “en banc” review was denied. Just recently the Supreme Court of the U.S. refused to hear an appeal, so the State of New York is now working on developing a new law that will be constitutional. The original law includes a requirement to register kosher products with the Kosher Enforcement Bureau of the Dept. of Agriculture and Markets (55 Hanson Pl., Brooklyn, NY 11217). This part of the law was not declared unconstitutional and is still being enforced, and for now companies should certainly continue to comply.

The state of New Jersey has relatively new kosher laws because the state’s original laws were declared unconstitutional by the New Jersey State Supreme Court. It was the same problem as New
York; that is, requiring an “Orthodox” standard. The new laws fo-
cus specifically on “consumer right to know issues” and “truth in
labeling.” They avoid having the State of New Jersey define kosher.
Rather, the food producer defines its terms and is held to that stan-
dard. Rabbis or anyone else providing supervision can then de-
clare the information that consumers need to know to make an in-
formed decision. In July 2000, New Jersey passed a bill extending
the same protection to the Muslim community, and enabling regu-
lations are being prepared. We hope that a similar approach will
be adopted by other states, particularly New York State, and that
all of the states with kosher laws will extend the same protection
to food products produced with halal certification.

Since the New Jersey law was passed, four other states—Minne-
sota, Illinois, Michigan and California—have passed halal legisla-

Animal welfare. The largest fast food chains in the U.S. are seek-
ing to develop a set of animal welfare standards that determine the
purchasing of products they use in the U.S. and in many other markets. As it became clear that it was not ideal to have each su-
permarket chain and each chain restaurant come up with its own
standards, the Food Marketing Institute (FMI), the trade association
for many of the supermarkets in North America) and the National
Council of Chain Restaurants (NCCR) appointed an animal wel-
fare committee to come up with a single national animal welfare
standard for each species as well as for animal slaughter and poultry slaughter. It is anticipated that these standards will be pre-
dominantly based on the animal welfare guidelines developed by
the trade associations of production agriculture and meat pro-
cessing, and that there will be issues on which the two sets of
standards will diverge. The development of standards will have a
major impact on animal agriculture throughout the U.S. and even-
tually around the world. These standards generally raise the bar in
the U.S. for animal welfare, but are less aggressive than those cur-
cently being applied in Europe. The committee is exploring signifi-
cant improvements in how all animals are raised and slaughtered.
Initially, the effort has focused on each of the trade associations
associated with the major animals of production agriculture (beef,
dairy, chicken, turkey, egg layers, and pigs), and with the slaughter
process for these animals. There are other issues under consider-
ation. For instance, the egg-laying industry is committed to major
improvements in the space per bird, currently suggesting a reduction of
approximately 15% of installed capacity nationwide. Once the work is completed on these large-volume commodi-
ties, the FMI/NCCR committee will review standards for other ani-
mals, including sheep and goats, fish and shellfish (both wild-
caught and aquacultured), farmed game animals and game birds,
ducks, honey bees, and rattries (ostrich, emu, rhea, and so on).

Animal welfare issues that arise in religious slaughter are incor-
porated in the FMI/NCCR committee work. A discussion of issues
appears in Regenstein and Grandin (2002), along with recom-
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